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The Trinity Tablet.
This paper, published monthly, is designed to be an
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exponent of the views of the
STUDENTS OF TRINITY COLLEGE,

Its editors will endeavor to make it

attractive in form and matter, and will spare no pains
to render it worthy of the favor with which it has
hitherto been received.
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All the more desirable of the new M usicaJ
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Watches, Jewelry,

A Word to my F.riends ~nd Customers. ·

SIL VER WARE, ETC.,

have just returned from New Y c;,rk with a
choice selection of
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srATE

Goons!

WINTER
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ro which

HARTFORD, CONN.

I respectfully invite your attention.

The goods were selected with great care,
and I feel justified in saying that
they are, in every respect,
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Notice, and guarantee entire satisfaction.
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warranted to run well.
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far Domestic Use.

&

S-r.,
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WEDDING & O'IHER PARTIES
Supplied with every requisite.

·wiLLIAM L. MOTT,

ESTABLISHED 1836.

CASE, LOCKWOOD

MAIN

BRAINARD,

PRINTERS AND BOOKBINDERS,
CORNER PJJAR.ft ,\ND TRUMBULL STS., HARTFORD, CONN.

COLLEGE PRINTING
of 411 descriptions.
PRINTERS OF
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CHURCH BOOK DEPOSl'IORT .AND
READING ROOM,
No. 87 Asylum Street, HARTFORD, CoNN.,
(opposite Allyn House,) has for sale

Bibles, Testaments, Prayer Boolls-Theol~~al,
Miscellaneous, :f__uv~nzle Boo/ts- Sunday &hoot
Cards-, Religif?us Tracts, Devotional Boo!ts-~unday
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AN.DREW MARVEL.
It is proposed in this paper to gfre a short
While resti~g in the a_rms of that gre·d. god 1
biographical
sketch of the poet Marvel, with
Who brings all slt!ep "nd peace to men below,
I
a somewhat fuller account of his life than is
I felt the touch of R tight, niry, rod
And, looking up, beheld beforP, my eyes
given in the histories of English literature.
On.eiros, that sweet deity of dreams
We have appended two short specimens of
Who brightens sleep with visions om the skie·~. his lighter poetry not generally given.
It will be remembered that in the~e papers
And, as I looked, the god addressed me thus:
we
did not propose to offer any criticism of
"0 mortal ! unto thee I come this night
the
poets or their works, but merely to point
And, while thou art with Morpheus,
out
n
few excellences and beauties, and to
I'll show the visiontl of that future bright
indicate
what may be found by searching furWhich is in store for Trinity, thy home,ther
among
the neglected·annals of our earliOf all her coming fame, prestige, ·a nd might."
er writers. It is not well, in forming an opinAnd, as he spoke, my eyes beheld a vit:w
ion of an ancient poet, to trnst entirely to the
AriRing suddenly before their gaze,taste and judgment of any specimen collecto1·;
I stood upon a hill, and buildin~s new
many pretty fl.ow1·ets, many lesser gems of
And grand encompa..;s~d me. Around
thought are neglected by them, which are wen
Me, on all side:1, a crowd of studen~s thronged.
worth the reading.
And from the chapel-towet· I ,heartl the prayerAndrew Marvel was born at Hull, Nov. 15,
bell sound.
1620, where his father, whom Fuller iu hiR
Fair fields and meadows stretched along before,
Worthies describes as a most excellent preachAnd in the distance gleamed the ~ver bright.
er, was master of the grammar school. He
'fhe plac·e n1.d its surroundings seemed to weur
pursued his early studies under h · father's
An air ot lif"e, arnd t-nergy, and growth,
instruction,
and at the age of fiftee entered
Which startled mt>, nccustomed for so long
Trinity
College,
Cambridge.
To Trinity's conservatism ant.I sloth.
During the first part of his course, till he
A~tonished and surprised at such a change,
·received his B. A., he studied with diligence;
At such impr.,vementi1 011 my College days,
but afterwards falling into bad habits he was
And at prosperity so new, so strang~,~
dismissed with four other~, ~s unworthy of ·
I turnt-d unto the god and asked him how
receiving further benefits from the college.
This change had come about. He, smiling, said :
In 1642 he visited the continent, and while
"Your college hit~ some active rulers now.''
at Rome made the acquaintance of Milton,
whose intimate friend he was through life.
And then the vi~ion faded. I nwoke
In 1657 he became tutor to Cromwell's nephTo fin•I it all a dt·eam and nothing more.
In a short while the:, rosy morning broke,
ew, Cromwell dyiug the following year, we
Dispelling nil the fancies of the night,
hear no more of him until 1658, when he was
Re:-toring tr_uth, but leaving 8till a hope
retnmed us member of Parliament from Hull.
Thnt in my dream I had foreseen aright.
He occupied that post for twenty years, and
A DREAM.
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died Aug. 16, 1678. Stron·g suspicions were
entertained that he had been poisoned, as on
account of his bitter satires he was very offensive to the state. In his private and political
life Marvel was a man of stainless probity and
honor, and we 1iave many striking proofs of
his ·integrity and faithfulness in his puulic
duties. In his conversation be was playful
and witty but modest.
His learning was extensive, and his education superior, but admirable as were his intellectual endowments it is his moral worth
that constitutes his principal claim to the admiration of posterity. In one of the darkest .
periods of English history Andrew Marvel was
not to be deluded, amid corruption he was
uncorrupted.
There is a freshness and vigor in all of
Marvel's writings. One can read him continously without that feeling of fatigue which is
often felt in reading the longer pieces of certain other poets. His forte is satire, fierce
and cutting, but never coarse and personal, ,
and it is in his satires that we must look for
the finest exhibition of his power. Still of
his shorter poems many arc remarkable for
the union of grace and force, and the easy
and flowing transition from a light and playful tone, to solemnity, passion and grandeur. ·
His poetical writings are not of great extent
and they are all worth perusal. Perhaps of
his lesser poems, the'• Lines to a Coy Mistress,"
" The Song of the Exiles," and "Verses on
Milton's Paradise Lost," are the finest. A
reprint of his works has been issued by Murry, London, at the low price of one dollar.
A DROP OF DEW.

See, how the orient dew,
Shed from the bosom of the mCJrn,
Into the blowing roses,
(Yet careles:. of its man:-ion new,
For the clear region where 'twas born,)
Round in it5elf incloses
Aud, in its little globe's extent,
Frames, as it can, its native element.
How it the purple flowt!r doe~ slight,
Scarce touchin~ where it li8:II ;
llut gazing back upon the skie~,

Shines with a mournful light,
Like its own teiir,
Because so long divided from the sphere.
Restl,-ss it rolls, and insecure,
Trembling, lest it grow impure
'Till the warm sun pitie:t its pain,
And to the i.kies exhales it back again.
80 the soul, that <lrop. that ray.
Of the clear fountain of eternal day,
Could it within the human flower be see11,
Rememuering still it:t forll)er height,
Shun:i the sweet lea,·es, and blossoms green,
And, recollecting its own light,
Does, in its pure and circling though~, express
The greater heaYen in a ht'aren le:ts.

In how coy

a figure wound,
Every way it turns away,
So the world exduding round,
Yet receh·ing in the day,
Dark bentath, but high abon•.
Here disdaining, there in love.
How loose and easy hence to go;
How girt and ready to ascerid; ·
l\Ioviug but on a point l>elow,
It all about does upward bend.
Such did the manna's sacred dew distil,
,vhite ·and entire, though conge1tleJ und chill;
Congealed on earth ; but doe~, dissolving ruu
Into the glorit-s of the almighty sun.
AN EPITAPH.

J4~nough; amd leave the rest to fame;
''fis to commend her ; but to name.
Courtsfiip, which, living, she declint'd,
Wheu dea<l, to offer were unkind.
'\Vhere never any could speak ill.
Who woul'W)fficious praises ._p,U?
Nor can ~he fruest wit, or fritmd,
,vtthout detracting, her commenJ ;
To ~"Y, she lived a Yirgin chaste
In thi~ 11_ge loose nnd all unlaced,
~or wal, when vice is so allowed,
Of virtue or ashamed or proud;
That her soul was on heavt'n so be11t,
No minute but it came or went;
. That, ·ready her last deut to pay,
She summed her life up every day;
1\Iodest as morn, as mid-day bright,
Gentle as evening. cool as night ;
'Tis true ; but all too weakly said :
'Twas more significant, she's dead.

OOLLErJE LIFE.
Thanks to the enlightened spirit of our age,
and more particularly of our own country,
institutions of learning are scattered in boundlesti profusion over tl!o !and. Every town and
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hamlet has its schools, and every state its prescribed college curriculum. All time that
colleges. There is undoubtedly a firm con- we spend outside of the study room is wasted.
Such reasoning as this satisfies great numvicti011 in the popular mind that education
and intelligence, free and extensive, are the bers of our fellow students and guides them
great safeguards of the nation. Accordingly . in their disposition both of time and labor,
our peculiar American system of colleges has throughout the four years course. But it all
sprung up and at length attained its present lies open to the same objection as the ·opposite
great proportions. And with such a system, method. The difficulty lies in the narrow
with such a .conviction in the minds of the view which these men take of colle.ge life, and
people, with so great a multitude of educa- in their failure to understand the true nature
tional institutions, with all this vast machine- of college education.
When they claim that education is the end
ry in motion, it remains for the students.themand
aim of the college course, they are unselves, for those in whose behalf this great
doubtedly
correct, but when they urge in adexperiment is being made, to aid in the good ·
dition
that
such an education is to be found
work, and to mo.kc it a grnnd success. It is
the student's duty to avail himself of the ad- only in text books and lectures, in a system
vantages which are so profusely lavished upon · of perpetual grubbing, they fall into a grievhim.· And yet few of us seem to realize this ous error. They see and understand one
fact. A narrow comprehension of the char- half the meaning of the word education but
acter and the purpose of college life seems to they miss the other, and the most important
obstruct our minds, and to prevent us from part. They forget that college is but a preacting our part in working out the intricate paratory school for the great world beyond,
and hence do not avail themsekes of all the
problem of popular education.
The gel1erality of students, we had almost 1 advantages which it affords. Now, besides
said all studcnts,-may be comprised under the study of our assigned tasks, college life
two heads.-First. Those who come to study, gives us a grand opportunity for improve~ent
i.e., to dig out Latin and Greek, and secondly: · by the facilities which it affords for interThose who have no higher idea of a college change of thought by conversation and debate,
than they have of a fashionable summer resort, for the study of character, for enlarging our
who consider it merely as a pleasant, agreea- experience by comparison with that of others;
ble, novel, popular, sort of breathing space, each and every one of which is more impor~
before entering upon the bustle and the tur_ tant to us in respect to our future prospects
moil of life. The latter class offer no apology than all the Greek, Latin, and Mathematics of
for their course, and could support .none if. the course put together. Students avail themthey did; therefore we need not at present selves too little of these things. Now or never
occupy our8elves with considering them. But is the time to use them, and according as we
the former class, the hard workers, the digs, , profit by our opportunities, so we succeed or
very earnestly and very seriously attempt to 1· fail in our after life.
justify their conduct, and always by the same - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - general line of argument. Colleg~, they say,
[Dialogue between T .ABLE'r Editor aud tlie
is really the student's sphere, we come here laziest man in " Trinity" : to receive an education, and the only way in
Ed.: "Come old fellow, write -us a piece
which we can fulfil our duty is l,y devoting for the TABLET, like a good boy."
L. M. : " Couldn't think of it ; too tired."
ottrselves solely and exclusively to tho work
Ed.: "Tired! what haYe you been dohw
which is 8et before us, that is, to the r<>gular, to make you tired?,,
e
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L. M. ;, "B~en ponying out a Dutch lesson_." I It. was a delightful morning, the thermometer
Ed.: Fatigue e~cusabl_e under the circumstances. But write a piece won't you?"
' . L. M.: " Hand in the tobacco, my pipe a;1d
match, and 1'11 consider the matter. Thanks!
I tell you what I'll do: if you'll get out the
next Oreck lesson and read it to me, I will
scribble a little."
.
Ed.: "Whew! All right! Don't forget
your promise."
.
.
.
W1th w lnch preface the Editor presents the
production of the laziest man in college. l
.
SPRING FE VJUl.
There is a disease which comes 011 just
about the beginning of spring and lasts until
summer has fairly set in ; it is not a very
severe indisposition and never kills, but while
it lasts, it unfits the sufferer for all labor, both
bodily and mental. This disease we have
christened " Spring Fcrnr."
Listen, while we give a diagiiosis of it.
The patient is·attacked 80011 after breakfast
with an unconquerable aversion to study and
a great desire to smoke, if one is a smoker;
the eyes are nearly closed and a nap not unfrequently attacks the sufferer; the tongue is
usually dry, and cooling beverages are found
to be of great use. About dinner time a littlc revival is noticable, but increased Ianguor overwhelms the patient just afterwards.
The disease usually disappears with the sun,
and allows the sufferer to renew his wasted
health. So much for a descrip~ion of an
attack, and now for the remedy. As soon
as the first symptoms appear, sit right down
and compose au oration, or dig out an astrouomy lessoh; this- is an infallible cure, though
one not general1y appreciated.
We were troubled with this dread malady,
some few days sinee, for 1:he first time this
year. We caught it oue Saturday morning
from a friend who was taken very badly.
This friend thought a walk in the cool morning air .wonld be beneficial; so off we started
with good fot~ntidhs in our m_inds, hands
in our pockets and cat1cs under our al'ms I

indicating somewhat over 45° · the sun I10
.
'
s ne
clearly, and if snow ]~ad not been on the ground
and the trees devoid of leaves, one would
have thought that, by some means or other, the
Iqonths of March and April had been skipped
d tl t M
I d
·
'
;
Ul. t
1 i_a plut mAanl appeAarance.
~ saun ere
e1sure y u~ sy um venue,
trymg to look very energetic and wide awake
but 11 s I tt
t
~ tl
l '
S a ucfi a emf ~ sdwere per ec Y u~e ess.
cvera1 o our r1en s among the fair sex
rode past us, but for once in our lives we
were ungallant enough to observe some object
in an opposite direction: the truth of the
matter was, we were too lazy to to.ke our hands
out of our pockets and IJow. Finally we saw
a fair one, whom we liked very much, appear
in the distance. Well, we could ? ot cut her,
so manfully did we button our coats up tight,
aud grasp our canes. Just as we got opposite
the sleigh, my friend's feet got mixed up with
his cane, in a most m111ccount11bl~ manner,
and almost immediately he measured his
bngth on the ground. Taking this sad mishap as a waruing, we immediately took a
sure road, where we were not apt to meet
any friends, and arriving safely on the ontskirts of the city, lit cigars and slowly mounted a fence, on which we sat and gmmbled
about the next oration. 'l'hus did the dread
malady attack us and we might have been
afflicted until now, had not a cold sna}T come
on just afterward, and taken all the laziness
out of our bones.
We have often heard it remarked thnt a
special Providence watcl1es over children and
ctrunken men; would it not be as well to
e~tend t~1is guardianship to thfe a_ttacked
with sprmg fever? Those taken w1tb this
disease are like the lilies: "They toil not,
neither do they spin, yet Solomon in all his
1
glory was not arrayed like one of these.'
We do not mean "art·ayed'' in the sense of
having on gorgeous apparel, but we do mea1i
that all sufferers are clotl1cd with the utmost

a:
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indifference and good humor, and only look
upon existence as a sort of necessary evil.
0 blissful days of spring return again and
give us-Pshaw! Reader excuse the begin:
niug of this rhapsody: 'tis only the commencement df one; it is the first we ever started,
and we consider it excusable as we have just
been perusing Craik's criticism on Chaucer.
STORY TELLING.
'rhcre are some things which have alwayJ
heen considered arts, and yet it is impossible
to make rules for them, or to discover the
laws by which they are governed. We can ·
and should employ art about everything we
undertake. Poetry has always been considered one of the chief arts, and yet it would
be impossible to produce any laws by which
it can be governed, and by the study of which
we are enabled to write it. If any one su IF
poses that h.e can or should be so fortunate as
to frame a set of rules which will facilitate the
writing of poetry, we can assure him that his
work will Hot bo unrewarded, for his little
manual wiil certai~1ly be in great demand
among Seniors, who are racking their brains,
and arc trying to scrape together a few poetical ideas with which to render the life of Napoleon III. interesting and amusing as well as
instructive. Although we have never had the
pleasure of reading any of the poetical effusions produced by Senio1·s, yet from all the
accounts of them which have reached our
ea1·s, we should say that they are very good
evidence, as far as they go, that no such laws
lla\"'c yet been invented.
Story-telling ought also certainly to be considered an art as well as poetry, and one also
for which it is equally hard to lay down auy
rules. We think it would ue more propC'rly
termed a faculty o·r gift of nature, for whate,·er
is an art can be to a greater or less degree
acquired. 'rhat almost any one can write
some kind of poetry, is amply illu~trated here
e~ery year, for we believe that the production

19

of a poem is one of the requisites for gradua•
tion, and we have never heard of any one who
was so unfortunate as to lose his diploma on
account of failure in that respect ; but to
learn to tell a story well is as hard as to teach
Freshmen the respect due to Upper-classmen.
Good story-tellers are almost as rare as good
poets, and uo one has the power of amusing
people more than one who can tell a story
well. It is ce_rtainly an art which should be
cultivated by every one who has the least tendency for it. The art of amusing people is
often a means of gaining their friendship and
of becoming popu_lar, and nowhere more so
than among students. But many persons evidently have an idea that they can tell stories
with excellent effect, and have a wonderful
faculty for amusing theil' friends, when it is
the last occu·pation in which they should engage, if they have any consideration for pa•
tience and feelings of those whom they choose
as their victims. Nothiug is more tiresome
than to be bored to death uy a poor story-teller with some dry tale which you havo perhaps
heard from the same· som·ce twenty times
before, for such persons· have- generally a great
taste for repeating. Sometimes however bad
mistakes only make stories the more laughable.
.A person needs to oe master of the art of
story-telling· nowhere more than in this country, where he is likely to be called on at
any time " to make a speech," and that, too, a
political one. Emry one is expected to belong
to some party and should be a.bl~ to defend
hi\! situation whenever he is called on to do
so. He should be able to tell in a lnunorouR
style of tl1e fooHsh ideas and piinciples of the
opposite party, and to make any prominent
opponent a subject for laughter, for "no argument is as powerful -as ridicule." Nothing
will take better with such crowds as political
speakers in this country. are generally called
on to address, as good stories, and when poorly
told nothing is more offensive and insipid.
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COLLEGE AND OAJIPUS.

Vol. VI., No. 1, of the TRINITY TABLET put
in an appearance the latter part of .January,
and the blushing Editors of '7 4, having made
their debut, now allow their faces to relax in
a state of repose, characteristic of their newly
assumed boldness and self-possession. We
note with pleasure an increasing -interest in

the TABLET on the part of our fellow students,
and to all those who have furnished articles,
we say," Do so ngain." We would like all
friends who contribute to our columns to remember that they are neither writing for a
Philosophical Magazine nor for " Punch" :
let all pieces seut in be such as will be read
with interest by· college students; above alllet us_have no puerile attempts at puns and
witticisms.
The groan of the Juniors over" Hermann
and Dorothea" is only equalled by the sigh of
the Seniors over" Ca1derwood's Moral Philosophy." Certain of our Professors must have
an exalted opinion of our abilities, or they
would hesitate about giving out such long lessons. Every body seems to be having ~ good
time sleighing, and Washington street was
never in such requisition. '76 has been doing
well in the way of subscribing to the 22d Dance,
nothing makes a class more popular than large
contributions to College Dances, and as Freshmen are rather behind hand in seeing this,
as a general thing, it is all the more pleasing
to see them come out so promptly with the
" needful."
Graduates of '72 are seen around very often;
how they do seem to envy us ! They must
remember with joy the numberless times they
have been obliged to dress, eat the breakfast,
nnd go to chapel in the short space of ten
minutes. Joking aside, howernr, a man who
has not been graduated for a year is so pleased
with the novelty of his position, that he only
remembers the unpleasant side of college life.
Wait until one has left off college manners for
four or five years, and then you will see a man
who fully appreciates what he has lost.
The class of '7 4 have been }poking out for
the past six months for that part of the year
in which "Junior ease'> puts in an appearance: thus far they ha,e looked in vain.
We have received several communications
from graduates who were kind enough to give
us some very valuable hints on the suluect of
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carrying on the TABLET successfully. We feel
thankful for these letters ; as the writers of
them have been.Editors themselves, we know
how to value their advice. 'fhe " powers that
be" are urgently requested to have the paths
around. the collegP kept clear of ice ; we know
of nothing more disagreeable than sitting
down just in front of Jarvis Hall, on our
way to chapel, after having eaten breakfast
rather hurriedly. We must apologize for a
little delay in the appearance of the last TABLET, but "unavoidable circumstances ovet
which we had no control," prevented our b~ing
punctual ; we promise better things for the
future.
.ADVERTISING.
The question is often asked, and we think,
seldom satisfactorily answered :-Why does
not Trinity grow?
This is a perfectly fair and natural inquiry.
We have a college whose educational ad vantages are unexcelled, whose moral tone is
very high, whose standard of scholarship is
constantly being raised, and whose financial
condition is most flattering. Now with all
these advantages and excellences, it must be
a matter of some interest to every friend of
Trinity, to inquire why she is-no larger to-day
than she was ten years ago, why she has made
no perceptible progress in point of numbers
during the last decade.
There are a few who pretend to rejoice at
this state of things, who say that a large body
of students is disadvantageous to a college;
but we are inclined to attribute this idea to
the influence of sour· grapes, rather than to
any sincere, conscientious conviction. Hold
out before any of these contented, non-aspiring individuals the glittering prospect of a
college filled with as many students as Yale
or Harvard, with different departments devoted to the study of the professions, with a
world-wide name and fame,-•in a word, offer
to them the opportunity of makitif' Trinity
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one of the great universities of the land, and
we would be amazed at the rapid evanesceece
of their scruples. Only present the possibility of such a change in the mind of one of
these conservatives, and bis doubts and principles scatter like dust before the wind.
So much for those who desire no change in
the condition of our college ; and now let us
consider the case of those who look for growth
and vitality in its history, and not the monot
ony which has characterized it for several
ye~rs past. These men think, and rightly too,
that now a-days a stand-still policy does uot
pay ; that, unless an institution is constantly
and rapidly gainiug, it is losing its position
among its fellows .
Now, obvi sly, Trinity is not increasing.
Her chapel benches are no fuller ·-now tha11
they have been for years. The object of this
article, therefore, is to suggest and urge a
method for the remedy of such a state of
affairs. And our plan is not at all new, nor
is it difficult of execution. It is recommended
by the universal experience and practice of
the business world. It is, to onr mind, the
only way in which a small college can aspire
to any but a secondary position. It is the
simple and common method of adve,•tiaing.
Such a policy needs no elaborate argument to
prove itt~ efficacy. Its results are a matter ·or
daily observation. And they all spring from
the primary, undeniable truth that merit, to
be generally recognized and rewarded, must
be made prominent. .A college cannot attract
a large number of students unless it takes
active measures to proclaim its excellence,
any more than that merchandise can find a
market and be sought _after, which is kept
concealed in the dark corners of a warehouse.
. However good a merchant's· wares may be,
he cannot expect to sell them unless he lets
the world know that he has them ; and the
more widely he proclaims them, the more
quickly arc tht!y sought for. The same thing
holds g'>od in the case of a college. This is
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not mere theory. It is proven by the success
of many of the colleges of our country whose
merit cannot compare with that of our own
.Alma Mater.
Now since the way lies thus open before us why cannot we try it, and see if an
increase in the nmnber of students will not
infuse a little life and energy into our present
dormant coudition? Our alternative is either
to stand still as we have been doing so long_;
which is really to recede--or else to advance.
We say: Let us advance. And one way, to
advance is-to advertise.
MINOR JIU.TTERS.
THE NEW SITE.

The new site has been at last chosen. The
Trustees have seen fit, in their wisdom(?) to
purchase the property adjoining the Stone
Pits. Being in the immediate proximity of two
cemeteries and the Insane Asylum, it is favorably regarded by the students. We defer
giving a descripti~n &c. of' the grounds and
the different views entertained as to the wisdom of the investment, until our next num~er,
in which we intend to publish a plan of the
uew ; ite.
READING-ROO

.

It has been the habit of several students to
take the Exchanges from the reading-room, in
order to peruse them at leisure in their own
roo~. The reading-room was closed, on this
account, by the committee, the mail being at
first nicely and carefully deposited in a small
box fastened to the door, and finally placed
over it, so that all those who wished letters
were obliged to draw themselves up by their
hands and obtain them; as a gymnastic exercise. this was a perfect success but for some
reason or other, wa.s not appreciated by the
students, who broke the lock in order to get
in the room. The Committee then did the
wisest thing they could .under t11e circumstances, the Exchanges being returned ; they had

a fire built in the room and enabled the stu~
dents to get their letters without severe muscular exertion. Though we reprehend the
habit of ca-rrying off magazin~s, we must acknowledge that there was some excuse for the
practise; no one likes to read standing up, and
the total absence of chairs rendered this neeessary. A few seats of some sort would indeed be a good·thing to have in the readingroom, and we would call the attention of the
Committee to the fact.
THE CHAPEL.

A little fire, like a little learning, is a dangerous thing, and the wisdom of this remark
is appreciated by the students who do not sit
near the stove in chapel. We attribute the
numerous colds with which many of the students are now troubled, nc?,rly entirely to this
cause. W c consi<ler it injurious to the health
of any student to sit for nearly half an hour,
twice a day, in a room which is so cold that
you can sec your breath. If the Chapel were
better heated, the devotional exercises of the
students would be better attended to.
THE 22D DANCE.

Due preparations are being made for a
dance on the 2~d of February : Committees
have be~n appointed, subscriptions started,&c.,
but now comes up the point as to where the
dance will be held. 'fhe adovcates of the
Cabinet maintain, that as many pleasant entertainments hayc been held there before, it is
just as well to stick to it for the future, and
say, that if the Gymnasium is used instead,
the ladies would find it inconvenient to walk
over there from the Cabinet, where the usual
literary exercises of Washington's Birthday
will be held. The Gymnasium, on the other
hand, is undoubtedly much better for danciug,
and boards can be laid down on the path, so
as to make it easy enough to ceach it without
getting wet f~et. As for as we are coneerned,
we woul_d prefer the Gymnasium.
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Never since we have been in college have
we noticed such a lack of music. The few
quartette clubs which exist s~em to be totally
inactive. Instrumental music is a thing not
to be thought of, under the existing rule of
the Faculty, confining the use or all musical
instruments to a short hour and a half, in the
middle of the day, at which time most people
eat their dinner. Come, fellows, rouse up .
and let us have good college singing ! There
is no reason why we should not, and every
rcnson why we should, cultivate our voices,
both for our own entertainment, and for our
friends.

keep up the contest against half a dozen :
to yield, would be to" go back" on the dignity of an upper•classmn,n. Snow-balling is
a fit amusement for under-classmcn among
themselves, but when they break the windows
of the German recitation room it gets to be
serious, as some of our Professors are capable of enduring any amount of cold and would
not dismiss a class even if there was not a
pane of glass in the windows. A warm, well
ventilated recitation room is a thing often
heard of, but- seldom ot· never seen, so remember, Freshmen and Sophomores, do not make
our recitations any more " shivering" than
tl~ey arc now.

FIRE.

POETRY.

The students were quite startled last :Sunday morning by an alarm of fire. It was
occasioned by the burning of the floor of
Prof. Johnson's parlor, which caught from the
furnace. We are happy to state that no loss
of any account was incurred, save that of a
carpet, damaged by water, and a few pieces
of furniture. We congratulate the Professor
upon coming off so well in the mntter ; had it
not been for his prompt action and the timely
aid· of some students, it might have resulted seriously. Many funny scenes occurred at this,
as at every other fire. About five minutes
after the flames had been extinguished, one
of the Professors rushed up in frantic haste,
bringing in his hand a very large pail with
about a quart of water in i!, and cried, " Form
a line, gentlemen, and pass the buckets."
We are creditably informed that a Freshman
rooming in the northern part of Jarvis Hall
packed up half of bis movables before he
could be persuaded that the fire was really
extinguished.

If Alfred Tennyson could only pay us a visit,
and glance over a few of the Senior Poems, we
feel assured that he would never again put
pen to paper ; he would feel himself excelled,
beaten on his own ground. The poems on
'' Napoleon III " and " St. Paul at Athens,"
are remarkable specimens of composition:
we know of one senior who wrote his by rulii1g ten Hues on a sheet ·of pap~r, and filling
up the spaces with alternate long and .short
syllables : this is certainly" mechanical poetry," if e,·er any were written. If we can possibly obtain copies of these poems, we intend
publishing extrncts of them in our next issue.

MUSIC.

..

SNOW-BALLING.

Nothing delights the Freshmanic mind so
much as standing at a street corner and pelting the passers-by. °It is anything but pleas•
ant to be obliged to defend yourself,. aud to

THE LIBRARY.

We are glad to see a visible improvement
in the management of the library. There is
a regularity and order in the ari;augement of
the books, which we have never before noticed.
The only trouble about the library is, that it
is furnished with so few really readable books,
. the majority of the volumes consisting of dry
old tomes (we had almost written" tombs")
; valuable only as books of reference. How. ever, we cannot have all things to please us,
/ and we must look for perfection in the library
• as in every thing else " when the ne.w bui)d.
· ings are erected."
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PERSONALS.

LONG, '43. Rev. William Long, has recently removed to Rochester, N. Y., where
he is connected with St. Luke's Church.
HERMAN, '50.
amucl Sherman is slowly
recovering from a severe Typhoid fever, with
which he has been sick for over four months.
BOSTWICK, '51. Rev. W. L. Bostwick has
taken charge of a church in Northfield, Litchfield, Co., Ct.
BACKUS, '52. Charles A. Backus, for so~e
time a member of the class of 1852, died,
Dec. 31, 1872, in Yankton, Dacota Ter., -LEt.
40.
BREWER, '53. Rev. Alfred L. Brewer is
rector of St. Matthew's Church, St. Mateo,
Cal. He has also under his charge a flourishing school for boys.
McCoNiHE, '55. Major amuel McConihe
is now stationed at Albany, N. Y., on recruiting service.
BOLLES, '55. Rev. , E. C. Bolles is pastor .
of the Universalist Church in Salem, Mass.
UMNER, '55. Chas. A. Sumner is lecturing on PhonographJ., in San Francisco.
TOCKING, '60. Rev. Chas. H. W. Stocking's address is 468 West Randolf St. Chicago,
Ill.
.
OBERLY, '60. Rev. H. H. Oberly is officiating in Grace Chur~h, Cherry Valley>Otse. g?·Co., N. Y.
LEWIS, '71. T. C. Lewis is engaged in the
cattle business in Colorado.
PLATT, '7 4. Clayton Platt is with Peter
Wright in the shipping business, in Philadelphia.

•

STEDMAN, '7 4. 'rheo. W. Stedman is one
of the firm of H'ogan, Clark & leeper, Boston, Mass.
·

PARTICLES.
The new site has been chosen. For particulars see elsewhere. Particle says if they
go to the stone-pits, his son shall not come to
Trinity .--Mirabile dictu the TABLET is out on
time. "No pent up Utica contracts our powers."--Mar~s have been unusually low for
the past month, especially in ophomore
English. Cau o, long lessons.--Particle
think8111it very evident how cows find their way
into the chapel since he has learned that it is
open all the time.--Every body has been busy
making illuminations, and getting ready for
Washington's Birthday.--Freshmen should
learn to spell before posting notices on the
bulletin-board. Forty-nine mistakes are very
apt to excite laughter.--Another entertainment for the benefit of the Union · for Home
Work took place on Friday the 21st. It was
a play at Allyn Hall this time.--Brick
drawers 11ave a decided aversion to snow-balls.
--Prof. Russell was here on the 6th and 7th.
--A lady in town wishes to know why
the students call a certain place on Mulberry
street, Heublein's . She can't see but that
they have as high blinds everywhere else as
there.--Anotherperson wants to know what
the students sing" Ah me! Magnolia tree!" ,.
for. She says she can't see any sense in it..Room No. 40 Brownell Hall has a contribu tion box for the support of a parish (Krug,
Parish & . Co.) Small contributions most
thankfully received.-The excavation behind Brownell Hall makes the air very unhealthy, especially at night. All students
who ham any regard for their health should
be in their rooms at an early hour.--~tudents are warned not to keep books out of
the lihrary over time. All who do so will be
fined.--Theodore Thomas and Rubenstein
will appear in Hartford together, on Tuesday
night in Passion week. It won't be wicked
to go, unless you take a young lady and sit
in the Parquette circle. That's Particle's
private opinion.
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COLLEGE OLIPPINGS.
ALBION.

One of our Scientific SophomoreR who is now
studying Culculus, says, that at present he is in favor
of a broad classical education.
A Freshman illustrated his i<lea of the" great
men of old," by translating a passage from Cresar
as follows: "For there was a multitude of men
who were two hundred and fort1 miles long and
one hundred and eighty miles in width."-.Annalist.
AMHERST.

We are not musicians, but we feel sure that one
pipe in the college organ needs tuning.
Though the Freshmen cannot as yet be said to
shine to any extent in local society, one youth's
budding hopes have been blighted. Something in
one of bis notes caused the fair one to return the
tender missive accompanied with a primary t1peller.
-Student.
CORNELL.

HAllILTON, '7 5, was mariied during the last
vacation at his home in Jackson, Pennsylvania. He
in~nds to return to the University next term.
What, married, and only a Sophomore !
Here is ttn item for the Presbyterian seminary,
down town.
A '73 editor, not celebrated for piety, recently
dining with the theological students at Hartford,
was innocently asked by a timid freshman, " How
long have you been studying for the ministry?"
The editor replied with becoming gravity, aided by
a sunburnt face, that he was "a returned missionary
from Brahmaputra."-Era.
DARTMOUTH.

For Sophomores : .. The f>t'rnicious influences of
Hazing."
For Freshmen : '' The effect of snow-storms upon
the demand for walking sticks."
The following statistics may be of interest: The
oldest man and youngest man at the time of entering college, in the present St>nior class, were respectively twenty nine and fifteen; in the Junior
class, twenty-~ight and fourteen; in the Sophomore
class, twenty thrt'e and fiftet'n; and in the Freshman class, twenty-&even and fifteen.-Magrnta.
MADISON.

W ANTED.-By Senior~, wlu'skers.
By Juniors, ponies on Jfeehanics.
A Theologue having heard that his plug hat
would be in style again in seven years, is testing
the theory.
A young lady becoming impatient at the non-appearance of a recent lec·turer exclaimed: " Oh,
dear, I ~hall fly!,, The Junior who attended her,
remarked," Fly into my arms, my dear." We understand th!lt the flight took place later in the evening Ht the Sem. door.-iJfadisonenBi,.
:MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY.

A bra~sy sophomore closed an essay, read before
the clan~, with the following informution: "Copies
to be found in the general library."
A •7 4 man is going to compile a history of the
regulations and by-laws of tht, University, from
autograph letters received from different members
of the faculty.
·
Yellow Springs nowhere. A member of the
University furnishes speeches and essays at two
dollars each. The extra work required in that line
serves to make bis business quite lucrative.-Chronicle.

The behavior of the illuminating gas, usually so
steady during the cold snap, is otfored as the most
recent proof of the Undulatory Theory of Light.
What a happy thought.
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY.
Prof. Boise says:-•' I am convinced from penThe Cornell Era ha~, we think unwisely, allowed
sonal observation, that the best classical sthools of its temper to get nettled over the attacks of its conGreat Britain to-day stand below the best in the temporaries. The sarcasm which it has heaped
United States."-Dartmouth.
upon Hobart and Hamilton Colleges, however
ITARV ARD.
much it may have been provok
by the organs of
Can the Honor Se<:tion in Greek be termed a these colleges, is entirely unjustifiable. l\Iore than
"Division of Labor?"
that: Such ,nalice, whether justifiable or not, in.
SUBJECTS FOtt PR1z11; D1ssKRTATIONs.-For dulged in, is sure to bring more contum~ly on the
Juniors: " Wh'itt I know ttbout Sir W. Hamilton's J one ~ndulgin~ ir, than on t~e one _against whom it is
Logic."
·1 cherished.
Take our adv1ce, _ne1ghbor, and let the
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metier go no further.
than good.-Herald.

It will do you more harm
UNION.

The President of a certain literary society. while
at supper the other night, spoke rather disparaging•·
ly of a motion made that day in the society, and
ended by saying," Every cussed fool in the society,
voted for that motion to-day." When a Senior said
rather hastily, I didn't vote for it." There was a
silence, then a general burst ot' laughter, the Senior
has concluded to think twice before speaking.-Spectator.
0

WILLIAl\18.

Nutf ced,When we are dead,
When spirit freed from body, soars
To that blest land .where stream,. of lngt'r flow,
Where college crews on l11kes of claret row,
While on the 11horcs
Sit fairy nympha,-without the harps 11nd winga,But sipping sherry cobblers, hot gin slin~s,
And other things
Like these,-when to this land of hops and malt
We are about to go,-we know not where or how,
Thou shalt provide the bier and thou
The vault I
-Yale Courant.

Lately, in the course of a conversa'tion with n
Vassnr friend, a Freshman innocently asked if the
young ladies roomed around town.
· Profe~sor Loomi~ attended Tyndall's lectures Jast
week, and gnzed intently upon his e~periment~,
Some say that he kept murmuring from time to
time: •'Wrong! wrong!! No-no-no no, wrong
again! ! " It is probably untruc.-Recoi-d.

There will be a University crew and a st>cond six
chosen from the following men, who are now in
training: Barnhart, Eaton, CJ;-awford, Norton, Rich,
Williams, Saunders, Johnston, Worden, Post, White,
Giinster, Hutchings and Polhemus. We understand that Com. Giinster h going to make attendance in the gymnasium compulsory for the above
l\llSCELLANEOUS.
mentioned gentlemen, ttnd also" shut-down" on the
President l\IcCosh of Princeton College, aays' he
flowing bow], and ha~ ordered the ·' lust cigar."
has never asked for a dollar for the college, and
Onmnistrg Recitation.-Subject: Sulphur. Prof.
does not wish when he dies that the text shall be.
" Mr. L. Can you tell me how matches are made ? ''
" And it came to pass that the beggar died and WKS
Mr. L. (bluslu'ng and hesitating.) " By the coburied."
education of the sexe~."
Prof.-" Translate Jiterally 'fingerent oltiorea
H. of Maine. "Matches are made in heaven."
Pyrenamm jugia.' ~, Student, who had lost his
Prof. "I think I'll have to give 1ou a lecture
printed translation of Livy-" The rest of the
on that subject."- Vidette.
Phrenicians fingered the jugs." A Fre~h. in a simIt is wonderful the ingenuity ·the cow displays in
ilar dilemma, commenced Virgil thus: " Arms and
order to visit h..,r <[ffspring. Breaking halters;
a man, with a dog."-Dal1lousie.
jumping fences; opening do:>rs; and even mounting
A Western student committed suicide a few
to the second story.-Wdliams Rm,iew.
wef!ks since, because he was so short he could not
YALE.
kiss his girl without standing on a chair. We had
The Juniors cry for shorter le~sons in German.
just such a little fellow here, but he didn't mind get•
A student says that if he goes to commons much ting into a chair to perform that pleasant d~ty.
longer he shall become sweet ever leaner.
Thi~ is from a mixed college:
A young ltidy ·teacher in a mission school caught
l' Ye!i, the Juniors actua/19 bad n sleigh ride Mona boy smiling last Sunday. Said she, "what are day evening. There were sixteen an a sent, but.
you smiling at, Johnny?" "Nothing, mum," was they decl(J,red afterward.; thE>y were not crowded a
the answer. "I know better,:' said the teacher, particle."
severely; '' now tell me what it was." Johnny
How they mu~t have enjoyed it.
looked frightened as he stutteringly said, " 1-1-sOne of them thereupon gets off the following:
see yer-n-newspapers sticking out, mum." The
"0 tho snow, tho beautiful snow I"
81mg the Juniors not long ago.
teacher sut down suddenly and arranged things.
" We've each got a quarter, so let us gJ
\.Ve clipped the following stanza to show the exOut a sleighing and make a show.
tremes to which a fellow'i:1 genius will 80metimes
Jlon't you think so?"
leu<l liim.
"Wedo.''
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With flags and robes floating o'er
The innocent heads of '74,
Shouting and singing "ith awful ronr;
Didn't you see them, the noisy corps
.t'assing by your door 1
"We did."
-Western Collegian.

LIST OF EXOHANGES.
Th~ Oollege Oourant, Annalist. Amherst Student,
.Antiochian, Blackburn GazettlJ, Bates Student, Orient, .Brunonian, Tyro, Volante, Oap and Gown, Oornell Era•.DaU1.ousie Gazette, Dartmouth, Denison Oollegian, Griswold Oollegian, Hamillon Lit., Mag.,
Harvard Advocate. Magenta, Hol>art Sentinel, Alum11i Journal, University Reporter, Lafayette Monthly,
Oollege Herald, Madisonensis, qhronicle, Univeraitg
Pres,, Western Oollegian, Index Niagarensis, Packer
Quarterly, Nassau Lit., Mag., Oollege Mercury, Oollege Days, Targum, Owl, Qui Vive, University Herald, Union Coll. Mag., Spectator, Va. lJniv. Mag.,
Irving Union, Oollege .Argus, College Journal, Williams Review, Williams Vidette, Yale Lit. Mag.,
Yale Courant, Yale Record, Vassar Mz'scellany.
Oity Papers, Church and &ate, Gazette and Reporter, Troe Woman, Ohz'cago Schoolmaster.

TRACY & CO.,
52 Asylum St.,

HARTFORD,
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DEALERS IN

HARDWARE
OF ALL ·KINDS.
ALSO,

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS
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Fine English f ocket Cutlery
.SCISSORS, RAZORS,
&C., &C., &C.

TRACY & CO.,
52 Asylum Street.

CLINTON HOUSE,

J. & R. LAMB,
23, 24, and 25 Central Row,
CHURCH
·FURNITURE.
ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN,

HARTFORD, CONN.

LADIES' AND

GENTLF.MEN's

DINING RooMs

A1TACHED.

OYSTERS IN EVERY STYLE.
CHAMPAGNE AND O'THER WINES.
A. A. BACON, PROPRIETOR.

The Oarsman's Manual,

59 CARMINE STREET, N. Y.,
Sixth Avenue Cars Pass the Door.

Bv GEORGE T. BALCH,
WITH NUMEROUS ILL USTRA 7 IONS.
soo PAGES. PRICE $10.00,

Specialty.

ONE ELEGANT VOLUME Q..UARTO•

The balance of the Edition of the above valuable
work is now in our hands for sale at the above rrice.
As it is not stereotyped, another edition will never,
probably, be printed, and copies will be in demand at
a much advanced cvst.

H. B. NIMS & CO ,
TROY, N. Y.

EMBROIDERIES, CHURCH METAL
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COLOR
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CLASS AND SOCIETY BADGES, RINGS,
MEDALS

AND

WAITERS

MUSIC

FuaN111HED,

College "Spreads."

The Park Drug Store.
S TIMULATED by the liberal patronage
our Trinity friends have extended us, and by
the gentlemanly bearing of all it has been our
pleasure to meet, we feel es·pecially desirous of
pleasing them and in every way anticipating their
wants. We shall make it our aim to have our
stock complete in all its details, and to sell at
reasonable prices. This Winter, in connection
with our usual varieties ot Mineral Waters, we
shall introduce a n~velty,

NO. 49 ASYLUM STREET,
HARTFORD, CONN.
W. H. GROSS.

ERNST SCHALL,
Diamond Setter, atzd Dealer tn

Hor SooA,
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Which we know you will appreciate.

Try it.
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OF WATCHES AND JEWELRY.
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No.
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HousE,
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PRIZES.

Pieces suitable for Prizes and Presentation on . Sale
and made to order from appropriate designs.

F. A. BROWN.
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159 ASYLUM STREET,
1
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